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DIRECTIONAL OVERCURRENT RELAYS 
VERY INVERSE TIME CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPES JBC, JBCG, AND JBCV 

INTRODUCTION 

The relays of the JBCV type are directional 
overcurrent relays that are employed primarily for 
the protection of feeders and transmission lines 
against faults in appUcat ions where single-phase 
relays, instead of polyphase power~directional r.e
lays, are desired or required. 

The Types JBC, JBCG and JBCV relays, of the 
very inverse time characteristic, consist of three 
units, an instantaneous power d ire c t ion a 1 unit 
(bottom) of the induction-cup type, a very inverse 
time overcurrent un i t (middle) of the induction
disk type, and an instantaneous overcurrent unit 
(top) of the induction-cup type. The directional
unit contacts con t r 01 the operation of bot h the 
instantaneous and the time overcurrent units (di
rectional control). 

APPLICATION 
PHASE FAULTS - JBC 

The Type JBC relays are frequently applied for 
phase-fault protection of a single line. The quadra
ture or gO-degree connection is recommended for 
this application, as it provides the most reliable 
operation during usual fault conditions. External 
":onnections of current and potential transformers 
Lre shown in Fig.2. With this cOMection, the cUr
rent (at unity-power-factor load) leads the polariz
ing potential by 90 degrees. Since the directional 
unit has a 45-degree characteristic, its maximum 
torque will OCcUr when the fault current (balanced 
3 -phase fault) lags its unity-power -factor pOSition 
by 45 degrees. 

When phase relays are used in conjunction with 
a potential-polarized ground relay, it is necessary 
for the potential transformer primaries to be con-· 
nected in wye. Since only the quadrature cOMection 
is recommended for the Type lBC relays, an auxi-' 
Iiary ,,-ye-broken-delta transformer should be used 
in conjunction with wye-wye potential transformers, 
as typified by the external connections In Fig.3. 
PHASE FAULTS - JBCV 

The Type JBCV relay is applied for phase-fault 
protection when it is necessary to distinguish be
tween fault conditions and overload or power swings. 
The voltage restraint feature of the relay makes 
this distinction possible. Fig. 6 shows the eeeect of 
voltage restraint on the impedance characteristic 
of this relay as compared with that of the Type JBC 
relay. 

When the generation at a given station is apt 
to vary from time to time, it is possible that the 
maximum load current may exceed the minimum 
fault current. When this occurs the Type JBC relay 
vill not distinguish between a heavy load o,ith maxi
mum generation and a fault with minimum genera-

'. This is a t y pic a I application for the Type 

lBCV relay. When a fault occurs with mlmmum 
generation, the restraint .torque in the directional 
unit collapses rapidly as the voltage drops, thus 
permitting the rei a y to trip at the low value of 
fault current. On the other hand, the relay is pre
vented from tripping on heavy load currents with 
maximum generation as the directional unit will not 
pick up due to the system voltage being maintained. 

Long or heavily loaded lines, which are operat
ing near the stability limit, are subject to severe 
power swings. These power swings appear to the 
relay as t r a vel i n g faults. Since the voltage is 
maintained near normal during a power swing, the 
area on the impedance diagram, within which the 
fault must remain to cause tripping is somewhat 
smalier with the Type JBCV relay than it would be 
for a relay without voltage restraint. 

Typical connections for the Type JBCV relay 
with voltage restraint are shown in Fig. 4. If volt
age restraint is removed the relay will be similar 
to a Type IBC relay having a quadrature connection. 

GROUND FAULTS - JBCG 
The schemes previously des c rib e d protect 

against phase-to-phase and polyphase short cir
cuits. They also protect against ground faults if the 
ground current is not limited to a value too small 
to operate the relay. For cases Whp.r2 the ground 
current is limited (either by resistance in the sys
tem ground Or by the system characteristics) to 
values that will not 0 per ate the phase relays, a 
ground relay should be provided as shown in Figs. 
3 and 5. The relays used for ground fault protec
tion usually have a low-range operating coil which 
may be rated 0.5/2 or 1.5/6 amperes, although the 
4/16 ampere rating is also available. They may be 
either potential or current polarized, and the Type 
JBCG relays covered by these instructions can be 
polarized by either means. Normally, no current 
flows In either the operating or current -polarizing 
coils of the ground relay, nor is there VOltage 
across the potential polarizing coils. 

Fig. 3 shows the external connections for the 
Type JBCG ground relay when used in conjunction 
with phase relays polarized from wye-wye potential 
transformers. The polarizing voltage for the ground 
relay is obtained by means of an auxiliary wye
broken-d e I t a potential transformer. Either Type 
JBC or Type JBCV phase relays can be used with 
this schem e. 

Fig. 5 shows the ty;>ical external connections 
for the Type JBCG ground relay when current 
polarized from a local source of ground current. 
On some applications, system conditions may at one 
time be such that putential polarization of ground 
relays ts desirable and at other times be such that 
current polarization would be preferred. The Type 
JBCG relay with its feature of dual polarization,is 

T~." inuruction. do not pclrport to cov.r all d.toil. or vorkJtion. in equipment nor to provide for every pouibl. 5 
contingency to be met ;n contNtCI;on wilh ;",'ollo'ion, opMOtion or mointenonc •. Shoukl Ivrth.,. in'ormalion b. d.fired 
or .houkl porticular problem. ori •• which are not co.,.,..J .ruffkienlly 'or Ihe pClrcha • .,'. purpo ... , Ih. maHer sh04JId I 
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Fig. 5 Directional Ground Protection of a sin
gle line using a Type J8CG53M Relay with Current 

Polarization 

well suited for such applications, The curves in 
Fig. 7 compare the performance of the dual polar
ized relay with that of potential and CUl~rent
polarized relays for such an application. 

TIME OVERCURRENT UNIT 

On systems where the magnitude of fault cur
rent flowing through a given reI a y is dependent 
,nalnly upon the location of the fault relative to the 
relay. and only slightly or not at all uponth" sys
tem generating set -up, best results are usually ob
tained with the very-inverse-time relays covered 
by these instructions. In cases where the fuaU cUr
rent magnitude is influenced largely by system 
generating capacity at the time of the faull" best 
results ""'ill in general be obtained if relays with 
inverse time characteristics are used. 

The reason for this is that relays must be set 
1..0 be selective with maximum fault current flowing, 
For currents below this value, the time becomes 
greater as the current is decreased. U there is a 
wide r:.l n g e in generating capacity, together with 
v:,lriation in short-circuit current with fault pOSi
tion, the operating time with minimum fault current 
may be exceedingly long wit h very-inverse-time 
relay~. For .such cases the inverse-time relay is 
recommended. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

The Type IBC 53N relay is a potential-polarized 
phase relay having single circuit-closing contacts 
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Impedance Characteristics of the Type 
JeC and JBCV Relays 

on both the tim e and instantaneous overcurrent 
units. 

The Type IBCV53N relay is also a potential
polarized phase relay similar to the Type JBC53N 
relay except that its directional unit is provided 
with a voltage restraint circuit. If the restraint 
circuit is disconnected, the relay will be similar 
to the Type lBC53N relay with maximum torque at 
45 degree lead, 

The Type lBCV54N r.elay is similar to the 
Type lBC53N relay exc ept that its overcurrent 
Wlits each have two circuit-closing contacts. 

The Type lBCG53N relay is a dual-polarized 
ground relay wit h single circuit -cloSing contacts 
on both the t t mea nd instantaneous overcurrent 
units. The directional un it is provided with two 
sets of polarizing coils which permit it to be polar
ized from a potential source or from a local ground 
current source, or from both simultaneously. 

The Type lBCG54N rei a y is similar to the 
Type IBCG53N relay except t hat its overcurrent 
units each have two c! .... cuit-closing contacts. 

The distinguishing features of all these relays 
have been summarized for convenience in Table I. 

DffiECTION!\L UNIT 

The directional unit oflhe Type lBC relays will 
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TABLE I 

JBC - JBCG - JBCV RELAYS-VERY INVERSE TIME CHARACTERISTIC 

r-- i I ! I Approx. Angle of max. I I I 
] 

i 
Overcurrent 

I 
Dir. Unit Oir. U:1it torque (cur. with re-

I Functions Unit Contacts Polarized Phase Angle spect to voltage at 
Relay ; on I (Time &lnsU by Obtained by relay terminals) : 

i 
I I I 

JBC53N I One circuit-

j 
I 25/50/60 cyeles-

I closing 45 degree lead 
Initial Res. and 

I Phase faults CapaCitors in I 
rone circ~it-JBCV53N I (May operate on Potential I combination with 

I 

I closing ground faults) 

I I Two circuit-

I JBCV54N ! I closing 
I 

JBCG53N One circuit-

I closing 
Ground Faults ~ 

I ! I 

Two circuit-

I 
JBCG54N , 

I I dosing 
I 

operate on one volt and 4 amperes of proper J'ela
tive polarity for relays with 4/16 ampere overcur
rent units and 115 volt rating, and one volt and 
2 amperes for 1.5/6 ampere relays. 

The Type JBCV relay is available with direc
tianal-unit pickup of e i the r 9 or 12 amperl;!s at 
rated voltage ;tnd maxi:num torque angle. At re
slraint voltages of less than rating, the operating 
current is also less; this relationship is shown by 
the curve in Fig. 8. 

The Type JBCe directional unit, when potential 
polarized, will operate at 3.6 volt -a-mperes at the 
maximum torque angle of 60 degrees lag. When 
current polarized, it will operate at approximately 
0.5 ampere, with the two coil sets (operating and 
polarizing) connected in series. Performance of 
the unit wit h simultaneous current and potential 
polarization is typified by Fig. 7. 

Time cur v e s for the direct ional unit of the 
Type J8C relay are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In 
each case, the polarizing voltage is dropped from 
115 volls to the value shown on the Curve. The 
polarizing circuit of these relays incorporates the 
so-caJled "memory-action" feature which accounts 
for proper operation of the unit when the polarizing 
voltage is dropped to zerO. These sam e curves 
ap~ly also to the Type J8CV directional unit when 
the restraint voltage is removed. 

polarizing coils. 60 cycles - 45 

I degree lead 

I I 

Series cap. I 60 degree lag for Potential lor pot. pol. pot. pOl. currents and/or F!oating wdg. ! approx. in phase for current &cap. for I cur. pol. 
cur. pol. 

I I 

will reset at approximately 85 per cent of the clos
ing current on any tap setting. The time curves for 
this unit are shown in Fig. 11. 

INSTANTANEOUS UNIT 

The time curve for the instant.lneous unit of 
these relays is shown in Fig. 12. 

RATINGS 

CURRENT CarLS 

Table II gives the ranges available for the time 
overcurrent units of the various t y pes as well as 
the continuous and short -time ratings of these units. 
Since the instantane::ms unit coils are also in ser ies 
with the time overcurrent unit, the ratings of the 
instantaneous unit should also be considered in 
determining the rating of the- entire operating cir
cuit. Table III shows available ranges of the in
stantaneous unit as well as the rat i n g s for the 
various ranges. 

Relay 
Type 

]BC 

JBCV 

TABLE II 
RATINGS OF OPERATING COILS 

TIME OVERCURRENT UNITS 
Avail. Tap Tap Ratings 1 Sec. 
uRange) In Rating 
Amos Amos 

I 5/6 152253456 ~OO 
4/16 4,5,6,8,10.12,16 220 

2/8 22 53,4
6

5,6,8 200 
4/16 ,5,6,6,1 ~,12, 16 ~20 

Cantin 
• 

RatinO" 
5 

10 

5 
10 

: 

I 
! 
I 

I 
I 

'I 

! , 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Time cur v e s for the directional unit of the 
Type J8CG re!ay are shown in Fig. 13 for potential 
and current polarization. 

0.5/2 0.5,0.6,0.8,1.0, 1.2, 100 
l 

1.5 I 
TIME OVERCURRENT UNIT 

The unit has been adjusted at the factory to 
close its contacts at a current within five per ('ent 
of the tap plug setting for anytime dial-position. It 

1 52 JBCe 1.5,., 2.5, 3, 4, 4, 5---1 1.5/6 200 

·Continuous rating is the same as tap rating where 
this exceeds the value listed. 
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TABLE m 
RATINGS OF OPERATING COILS 

INSTANT ANEOUS OVERCURRENT U NlTS 

A vailable Range 1 second 
Amps Rating 

2-8 150 
4-16 ISO 

10-40 220 
20-80 220 
40-160 220 

NOTE: Potential polarizing coil can stand rated 
voltage for 20 minutes . 

TABLE IV 

SEAL -IN UNIT RATINGS 

2 Amp 0.2 Amp 
Tap Tap 

Carry Tripping Duty 30 amps 5 amps 

fig. 12 Typical Time-Current Curves for the 
Instantaneous Units of Types J8e, JBCG, and JBCV 

Rei ays 

Carry Continuously 
D -C Resistance 
Impedance (60 eye.) 

4 amps 0.8 amps 
0.13 ohms 7 ohms 
0.53 ohms 52 ohms 

SEAL-IN UNIT 
CONTACTS 

The current-closing rating of the induction 
unit contacts is 30 amperes for voltages not ex
ceeding 250 volts. Their current-carrying rating 
is limited by the tap rating of the seal-in unit. 

The rating and impedance of the seal-in unit 
for the 0.2 and 2 ampere taps are given in TAble 
IV. The tap setting used will depend on the current 
drawn by the trip coil. The current ratings are 
eithera-c or d-c. 
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Types JBC, JBCG, And JBCV Directional Overcurrent Relays GEH-1765 

The 0.2-ampere tap is for use with trip coils 
which operate on current.s ranging from 0,2 up to 
2.0 amperes at the minimum control voltage. If 
this tap is used with trip coils reC;,uiring more than 
.2 amperes, there is a possibility that the resistance 
of 7 ohms will reduce the current to so Iowa value 
that the breaker will nol be tr ipped. 

The 2-ampere tap should be used with trip 
coils which take 2 amperc~.; or more at minimum 
control voltage, provided the current does not ex
ceed 30 amperes at maximum control voltage. If 
the tripping current exceeds 30 amperes, the c:oo-

nections should be arranged so that the induction
unit (;ontacts operate an auxiliary relay which in 
tUrn energizes the trip coil or coils. On such an 
application, it may be necessary to connect a load
ing resistor in parallel wit h the auxiliary relay 
coil so that enough current will be drawn to operate 
the target seal-in unit. 

BURDENS 
Tables V, VI and VI! give the burdens for the 

current and potential circuits of bot h phase and 
ground relays. 

TABLE V 

Range 

Time Inst. 

0.5/2 All 
Ranges 

1.5/6 I 
2-S 

! 4 -16 
1.5/6 I 10-40 

20-S0 

2/S 2-8 

4-16 
2/S 10-4Q 

20-S0 

BURDENS OF OVERCURRENT UNITS (TIME AND INSTANTANEOClS) 

FOR ALL JBC, JBCG AND JBCV VERY INVERSE RELAYS 

Burdens at Min. Pickup of Time unit Burdens in Ohms 
Impedance at: Volt Amperes 

at 5 Amperes 
(calculated 

Eff. Res. Reactance Impedance Volt 3· X 10 X from burden 
(ohms) (ohms) (ohms) (A) P.F. Amp.(B) Pickup Pickup at Min. P.U.) 

2.1 4.S 5.2 0.40 1.3 4.9 4.2 130 (C) 

0.32 0.60 0.68 0.47 1.5 0.64 0.55 17 

0.25 0.51 0.57 0.44 1.3 0.53 0.46 14 

0.39 0.50 0.63 0.62 ~.5 0.60 0.51 16 

0.31 0.4S 0.57 0.54 2.3 0.54 0.46 14 

i 

I 
1 

I 

i 
I 

I 
--~ 

4/16 2-S 0.14 0.13 0.19 0.73 3.0 O.IS 0.15 4.7 

4/16 4 -16 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.64 2.2 0.13 0.11 3.5 
.. - -----1--._-_ .. ---- ..... _-

4/16 10-40 
0.06 0.10 0.12 0.50 1.9 0.11 0.10 3.0 20-S0 

NOTE A The impedance values given are those for the minimum tap of each relay. The impedance for 
other taps, at pick-up current (tap rating), varies inversely approximately as the square of the 
current rating. Example: for the Type JBC51N relay, 4/16 ampere, the impedance of the 4 am
pere tap is 0.14 ohms. The impedance of the 6 ampere tap, at 6 amperes, is approximately (4/6)2 
x 0.14 = 0.06 ohms. 

NOTE B Some com~anies list relay burdens only as the volt -ampere input to operate at minimum pickup. 
This column is included so a direct comparison can be made. It should not be used in calculating 
volt-ampere burdens in a CT secondary circuit, since the burden at 5 amperes is used for this 
purpose. 

NOTE C These relays are ordinarily used in th~~ residual circuit of current transformers for ground-fault 
protection. The burden is, therefore, only imposed for the duration of a ground fault and need be 
considered only for this brief period. 

13 
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TARLE VI 
BURDENS OF POTENTIAL COILS 

(AT 120 VOLTS 60 CYCLES) 

Volt -
Relav Watts Amperes P.F. See Note 

JBC53N 9.35 10 0.89 

1BCG53N 15.4 19.6 0.78 (F) 1BCG54N 

IBCV53N 14.1 15.2 0.93 (G) 
IBCV54N 3.9 5.9 0.66 (H) 

(F) Capacitive burden 01 potential polarizing cir
cuit calculated at 120V. 

(G) Polarizing circuit. 

(H) Restraint circuit. 

TABLE VII 
BURDENS OF DIRECTIONAL UNIT 
CURRENT COILS AT 5 AMPERES 

Oper. Volt-
Relav Range Impedance Amperes P.F. 

JBC53N 1.5/6 0.46 12.0 0.52 
4/16 0.13 3.3 0.40 

0.5/2 0.46 12.0 0.52(0) 
IBCG53N 0.5/2 0.35 8.8 0.95(P) 
IBCG54N 1.5/6 0.46 12.0 0.52~Ol 

1.5/6 0.35 8.8 0.95 P 

IBCV53N 2/8 0.12 3.0 0.52 
IBCV54N 4/16 0.03 0.88 0.40 

(0) Operating coil Burden. 

(P) Current polarizing coil Burden. 

RECEIVING, HANDLING AND STORAGE 

These relays, when not included as a part of a 
control panel will be shipped in cartons designed 
to protect them against damage. Immediately upon 
receipt of a relay, examine it for any damage sus
tained in transit. If in j u r y or damage resulting 
from rough handling is evident, file a damage claim 
at once with the transportation company and prompt-
1y notify the nearest General Electric Apparatus 
Sales Office. 

Reasonable care s h 0 U 1 d be exercised in un-

packing the relay in order that none of the parts are 
injured or the adjustments disturbed. 

If the relays are not to be installed immedi
ately. they should be slored in their original car
tons in a place that is free from mOisture, dust and 
metallic chi P s. Foreign matter collected on the 
outside 01 the case may find its way inside when 
the cover is removed and c a use trouble in the 
operation 01 the relay. 

DESCRIPTION 

The relays covered by these instructions are 
Identified by model numbers. T h es e models are 
s i mil a r in description with the exception 01 the 
number of contacts on the instantaneous and time 
overcurrent units, the angle of maximum torque of 
the directional unit, and in the method 01 polarizing 
the directional unit. 

DIRECTIONAL UNIT 

The directional unit is olthe IndUction-cylinder 
construction consisting ofa laminated stator having 
eight poles projecting inward and arranged sym
metrically around a stationary central core. The 
cup-like aluminum induction rotor is free to oper
ate in the annular air gap between the poles and the 
core. The poles are fitted with current operating 
coils and with potential or current-polarizing calls. 

The prinCiple by which torque Is developed Is 
the same as that 01 an induction disk relay with a 
waltmetric e I e men t, although In arrangement 01 
parts the unit is more like a split-phase induction 
motor. The indUction-cylinder construction pro
vides higher torque and lower rotor Inertia than 
the induction-disk construction, res u It i n g 1," a 
faster and more sensitive relay. 

14 

INSTANTANEOUS 
OVERCURRENT UNIT 

This unit is s i mil a r In construction to the 
directional unit described above, differing only in 
coil tUrns and connections. The four corner coils 
consist 01 two windings, an inner winding consist
�ng of a large number of turns of line wire, and an 
outer winding having a le~' turns of heavy wire. 
The outer windings of the corner coils, together 
with the four side coils, are all connected in series 
with the operating coil of the time overcurrent unit. 
The inner windings 01 the corner coils are all con
nected in series, and in tUrn are connected in series 
with a capacitor and a contact of the directional 
unit. This Circuit controls the torque of the 
Instantaneous overcurrent unit. When the dIrec
tional unit contacts are open, the instantaneous unit 
will develop no torque. When the directional unit 
contacts are c los ed, the instantaneous unit will 
develop torque in proportion to the square 01 the 
current. 

TIME OVERCURRENT UNIT 
The Induction -disk Ii m e over current unit 01 

these relays has a wattmetrlc type 01 driving ele
ment similar to that used in watthour meters with 

( 
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Types JBC, IBCG, And IBCV Directional Overcurrent Relays GEH-1765 

these exceptions: The upper portion of the ele
ment has two windings 0 nth e middle leg of the 
magnetic circuit. One of these is a tapped current 
winding connectedto the tap block oC the rclay; the 
other is a coil of several hundred turns which is 
cOrulected in series with the directional-unit contact 
and the tQ:ocoils onthe IO\1!cr branches of the m'1g
net. The overcurrent unit is therefore inoperative 
except when power flow is in the proper direction 
to close the directional-unit contacts. 

The disk s h aft carries the moving contact 
which completes the trip circuit when it touches 
the stationary contact or contacts. The shaft is 
restrained by a spiral spring to give the proper 
contact-closing current, and its motion is retarded 
by permanent magnets acting on the disk to produce 
the desired time characteristic. The variable re
tarding force, resulting from the gradient of the 
spiral s p r i n g, is compensated for by the spil·al 
shape of the induction disk, which results in in
creased driving force as the spring winds uP. 

SEAL-IN UNIT 
The seal-in units for both the time-overCUrrE!nt 

and instJ.ntaneous·overcurrent contacts are mount ed 
on the middle units, ,s indiclted in Fig. 15. 

The left seal-in unit operates in conjunction 
with the time-overcurrent unit contacts and hence 
is labeled "T". Its coil is in series and its contacts 
in parallel wit h the main contacts of the time
overcurrent unit so that when the main contacts 
close, the seal-in unit will pick up and seal··in 
around the main contact. 

The right seal-in unit, labeled" Itt operates in 
con j u n c t ion with the instantaneous overcurrE~nt 
unit. Its coil is in series with the instantaneous
unit contact and a contact of the directional unit, 
and its contact is connected to seal-in around these 
two contacts when the unit operates. 

Both seal-in units J. reequipped with targets 
which are raised into view when the unit operates. 
These targets latch and remain exposed until manu
ally released by mea ns oC the button projecting 
below the lower -left corner oC the cover. 

CONTACTS 
The contacts Fig. 14, are especially con

structed to suppress bouncing. The stationary con
tact (G) is mounted 0 n a flat s p ira 1 spring (F) 
backed up by a thin diaphragm (C). These are both 
mounted in a slightly inclined tube (A). A stainless 
steel ball (B) is placed in the tube beCore the dlll
phragm is assembled. When the m 0 v i n g contact 
hits the stationary contact, the energy of the former 
is imparted to the latter and thence to the ball, 
which is free to roll up the inclined tube. Thus, the 
moving contact comes to rest with substantially no 
rebound or vibration. To c han g e the stationary 
contact mounting spring, remove the contact barrel 
and sleeve as a complete unit after loosening the 
Screw at the front of the contact block. UnscrE''9.' 
the cap (E). The contact and its flat spiral mount
ing spring may then be removed. 

Fig. 1" Contact Asserr.bly for the Directional 
and the Instantaneous Qyercurrent Units 

CASE 

The case is sui tab I e for either surface or 
semiilush pan e 1 mounting and an assortment of 
hardware is provided for e it her mounting. The 
cover attaches to the cas e and also carries the 
reset mechanism when one is required. Edch cover 
screw has provision for a sealing wire. 

The case has studs or screw connections at 
both ends or at the bottom only Cor the external 
cormections. The electrical connections between 
the relay units and the case studs are made through 
s9ring backed contact fingers mounted in stationary 
molded inner and outer blocks between which nests 
a removable connecting plug which completes the 
circuits. The outer blocks, attached to the case, 
have the studs for the external conn,="ctions, and 
the inner blocks have the terminals for the internal 
connections. 

The relay mechanism is mounted in a steel 
framework called the cradle and is a complete unit 
with all leads being terminated at the inner block. 
This cradle is held firmly in the case with a latch 
at the top and the bottom and by a guide pin at the 
back of the case. The cases and cradles are so 
constructed that the relay cannot be inserted in 
the case upside down. The connecting plug, besides 
making the electrical connections between the re
spective blocks of the cradle and case, also locks 
the latch in place. The cover, which is fastened to 
the case by thumbscrews, holas the connecting plug 
in place. 

To draw out the relay unit the cover is first 
removed, and the plug drawn out. Shorting bars are 
provided in the case to short the current trans for -
mer circuits. The latches are then released, and 
the relay unit can be easily drawn out. To replace 
the relay unit, the reverse order is Collowed. 

A separate testing plug can be inserted in place 
oC the connecting plug to test the rclay in place on 
the panel either from its own source oC current and 
voltage, or from other sources. Or, the relay unit 
can be drawn out and replaced by another which has 
been tested in the laboratory. 
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INSTALLATION 

! I I 1 

Lr.I.t 

Fi~, 21 

c , , 

Internal Connections for the Type 
JBCV5~H Relay (Front View) 

LOCATION 

The location should be clean and dry, free from 
dust a nd excessive vibration, and well lighted to 
facilitate inspection and testing. 

MOUNTING 

The relay should be m 0 un ted on a vertical 
surface. The outline and panel drilling diagrams 
are shown in Figs, 27 and 28, 

CONNECTIONS 

The internal connection diagrams for the various 
relays are shown in Figs. 17 to 21. Typical exter
nal connection diagrams are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. 

One of the mounting: studs or SCrews should be 
permanently grounded by a conductor not less than 
No. 12 B &S gage copper wire or Its equivalent. 

INSPECTION 

At the time of installation, the relay should be 
inspected for tarnished contacts, loose screws, or 
other imperfections. If any trouble is found, it 
should be corrected in the manner described under 
MAINTENANCE, 

OPERATION 

Before the relay is put into service, it should 
be given a partial check to determine that factory 
adl'ustments have not been disturbed, The time dial 
wi I be set at zero before the relay leaves the fac
tory. It is necessary to change this setting in order 
to open the Qvercurrent contacts. 

ADJUSTMENTS 
Adjustments which are frequently made follow

ing installation are listed below. Other adjustments 
which are made at the factory, and which should be 
subsequently changed only if they are disturbed, 
are listed under MAINTENANCE, 

TIME OVERCURRENT UNIT 
TARGET AND SEAL-IN UNIT (MARKED "T") 

When used wit h trip coils operating on cUr
rents ranging from 0.2 to 2,0 amperes at minimum 
control voltage, the tar get and seal-in tap plug 
should be set in the O,2-ampere tap, When the trip 
coil current ranges from 2 to 30 amperes at mini
mum control voltage, the tap plug should be placed 
in the 2,O-ampere tap, 

The seal-in unit tap plug is the screw holding 
the right-hand stationary contact of the seal-in 
unit. To change the tap setting, first remove the 
connecting plug. Then take a screw from the left
hand stationary contact and place it in the desired 
tap. Next remove the screw from the other tap 
and place it back in the left -hand contact. This 
procedure is necessary to prevent the right -hand 

18 

stationary contact from getting out of adjustment. 
If tap plugs are left in both'taps, the pickup will be' 
less than 2,0 amperes on d-c but the seal-in unit 
will take longer to close its contacts. On a -c, the 
unit will not pick up with screws in both taps, 

CURRENT SETTING 

The minimum current at which the overcurrent 
unit will close its contacts is determined by the 
position 01 the plug in the tap block, The tap plate 
on this block is marked in amperes as shown in 
Table II, 

When the tap se!ting is changed with the relay 
in its case, the (ollo\o,:ing sequence must be fol
lowed: (1) Remove the connecting plug; this de
energizes the relay and shorts the current trans
former secondary winding. (2) Rem a v e the tap 
screw and place it in the tar m.lrkedfor the desired 
pick-up current. (3) Replace the cOMecting plug. 

The least current required to rotate the disk 
slowly and to close the contacts should be within 
five per cent of the vJ.lue, mar ked on the tap 
plate, for any tap setting and time dial pOSition. 

( I 

1 
( 

, 
I 
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Fig. 22 Test Connections for Checking Pick-up 
and Time of Potential Polarized Relays 

If this adjustment has been disturbed it can be re
stored by means of the spring adjusting ring, which 
C3n be t urn e d by inserting a tool in the notches 
around the edge. This adjustment can also be used 
in obtaining a current oetting between the fixed tap 
values. To accomplish this the tap screw should 
be placed in the tap nearest the desired value and 
the spring then set to obtain the specific current. 

Test cOMections for making pick-up and time 
checks on the overcurrent unit are shown in Figs. 
22 and 23. Use a Source of 115 volts or greater 
with good wave form and constant frequency. Step
down transformers or phantom loads should not be 
employed in testing induction relays, since their 
use may cause a distorted wave form. 

TIME SETTING 

The operating time of the overcurrent unit for 
any given value of current and tap setting is de
termined by the time dial setting. This operating 
time is invprsely proportional to the current mag
nitude, as illustrated by the time curves in Fig.I3. 
Note that the current values on these curves are 
given as mUltiples of the tap setting. That is, for a 
given time dial settingil the time will be the same 
for 80 amperes on the -ampere tap as for 50 am
peres on the 5-ampere tap, since in both cases the 
current is 10 times tap setting. 

EXAMPLE OF SETTING 

A numerical e x amp lew ill illustrate these 
paints. Let it be ass u m e d that consideration of 
the shape of the time-current curve indicates that 

110-120 VOLT A-C rEST SOURCE 

11) ~ 

60 CYCLE 
~1JBC OiR. J~NIT OPER. 

• Jac TII,j[ \ t----, 
CU~REHT POlARIZINC 
(Oil or DIRECTIONAL 
UHIT 

1
~':I COil 

O'C.CO~l , 
JBC INSr. ecoll 

.-c 
r I wE R 

~J8C 
COHTA( S 

Fig. 23 Test Connections for Checking Pick-up 
and Time of Current Polarized Relays 

Ihe greatest selectivity between the relay in ques
lion and other rei a y s will be obtained if the tap 
setting corresponds to 450 amperes lin e current 
and the time lever is set toprovide one-second de
lay for a fault giving 3750 amperes line current. 
Also let it be assurnedthat the current transformer 
ratio is 60 to I. 

Then 450 _ 7.5 amperes secondary (use B
SO - ampere tap) 

37~g = 62.5 amperes secondary, and 

S~,5 = 7.8 times current tap setting. 

Referring tothe time-current curves In Fig. 13 
we find that the 7.8 times tap setting wlll give one
second delay, if the time dial is set at the 6.2 posi
tion. It is advisable to check the time setting with 
an accurate timing device. Sllght readjustments in 
the time dial setting can then be mad e until th e d e
sired setting is obtained. 

Further aid in making the proper selection of 
relay settings can be obta I n ed by consulting the 
nearest Sales Offlce of the General Electric Com
pany. 

INSTANTANEOUS 
OVERCURRENT UNIT 

TARGET AND SEAL-IN UNIT (MARKED ''/"') 

The target and seal-in unitfor the instantaneous 

19 
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Fig. 2~ Connections for Polarity Check of Types 
J8C and J8CG Relays 

overcurrent unit, is mounted on the right-hand side 
of the time overcurrent unit and is identified by a 
white III" engraved on its front. The unit is identical 
with the target and seal-in unit of the time over
current unit, and the same instructions should be 
followed in adjusting the unit. 

PICKUP SETTING 

The pickup of the Instantaneous overcurrent 
unit can be adjusted over a four-to-one rang'e, as 
indicated in Table m, by varying the tension of the 
spiral con t r 0 I spring. The outside end of this 
spring is fastened to a post on the adjusting ring 
above the moving contact, and the ring is in turn 
clamped I n position by a hexagonal -head locking 
screw. U this screw Is loosened, the ring can be 
slipped to vary the spring tension. 

Inadjusting pickup, the desired pick-up current 
should be passed through the coils and the control 
spring s h 0 u I d be adjusted until the contact just 
closes. The adjusting ring should then be locked in 
position and the pick-up current rechecked. Note 
that the directional-unit con t act s must be held 
closed during this adjustment. 

DIRECTIONAL UNIT 
POlARITY CHECK 

The polarity of the directional-unit connections 
in phase-la-phase fault applications, may be veri
fied by observing the direc.tion of contact armature 
torque when the line is carrying load at unity power 
factor, or slightly lagging power factor. Note that 
in most directional overcurrent relay applications, 
the des ire d directions are: contact closing for 
power flow away from the bus, and contact opening 
(or power flow toward the bus. 

The polarity of the restraint circuit in Type 
lBCY relays, is automatically checked when it is 
connected. With normal load and rated voltage, the 
restraint circuit should always cause the directional 
contacts to open regardless of direction of power 
flow. 

The ground reI a y connections are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 5. The following tests should be made 
on the ground element to insure that the currents, 
or cur r e n t and voltage, go to the proper relay 
terminals . 

The pol a r it y of the ground directional unit, 
when it is potential polarized, may be checked by 
using load currents. The idea is to obtain current 
from one transformer and voltage from the same 
phase. The voltage is obtained by removing phase 
one from the primary of the broken-delta trans
former and shorting the phase-one primary winding 
to ground. Current is 0 b t a in e d by shorting the 
current transform-ers in phases two and three and 
opening their circuits to the relay. This permits 
the current transformer in phase one to supply the 
current. 

Connect a phase-angie meter to read the angle 
between the cur r en t and voltage supplied to the 
relay. The relay has maximum torque at 60 de
grees lag. With power flowing In the proper direc
tion for operation, the relay should 0 per ate for 
phase angles within plus or minus 60 degrees of the 
maximum torque angle. 

U the unit is polarized from a current trans
former in the power transformer neutral, such a 
check is not easily made. It is sometimes practical 
to introduce a slngle-phase current In one phase of 
the p rim a r y circuits in such a way that current 
flows through both the transformer neutral current 
transformer and one of the line current transfor
mers. If this caMot be done, a c~reful wiring check 
must suffice. 

The polarity of the directional units in phase 
or ground relays can be checked by means of the 
circuits shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The connections 
shown should close t h. contacts at rated voltage 
and frequency. 

MAINTENANCE 
These relays are adjusted at the factory and it 

is advisable not to disturb the adjustments. I!, for 
any reason, they have been disturbed, the following 
pOints should be observed In restoring them: 
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DIRECTIONAL UNIT 
TORQUE ADJUSTMENT FOR TYPE JBC AND 
!BCY RELAYS 

7he directional unit in these relays is provided 
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with a notched core which is used to minimize the. 
torque produced on the rotor by current alone in 
the operating co i 1 s with the 'polarizin~ circ.uits, 
curre~t or potential, dc-energIzed. Th IS adJust
ment IS made at the factory and may be checked as 
(allows: 

First short out the potential polarizing coil 
circuits ~d the voltage restraint circuit whim it is 
present. Leave the current polarizing coils open
circuited on g r au n d rclays. Adjust the control 
spring so that the moving con t ac t structure is 
balanced between the stationary contact and the 
stop. This can be done by loosening the hexagonal
head locking screw, which clamps the spring ad
justing ring in position, and turning the ring to the 
lelt until the balance point is reached. 

Energize the operating circuit with the cUr
rent specified below for type and rating, and check 
that the con t act arm does not move. The core 
should be turned in smali s t e p s until a point is 
reached where there is no "bias" torque fronl cUr
rent alone. The core can be turned by loosening 
the large hexagonai nut on the boltom of the unit 
and by turning the core by means of the slotted 
bearing screw. This screw should be held sC4:urely 
in position when the nut is retightened. 

Type Current Rating Test Amps 

JBC 1.5/6 30 
4/16 60 

1BCV 2/8 30 
4/16 30 

Keep in mind that currents o( these magnitudes 
will cause the coils to overheat if left on too long. 
Therefore, leave the test current on only for short 
intervals and allow sufficient time between tests 
(or the coils to cool. 

Alter the torque adjustment has been made, the 
spiral spring should be set to have barely enough 
tension to swing the moving contact arm against the 
stop screw when the unit is de-energized. Sufficient 
tension will be obtained if the ad jus t in g ring is 
rotated about 1/2 inch from the neutral position in 
the counterclockwise direction, as measured on the 
peripl:ery o( the ring. 

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT 

The connections shown in Figs. 24 and 25 for 
the polarity check can also be used in making the 
clutch adjustment. The 50 ohm fixed resistor 
should be rep I ace d with an adjustable resistor 
capable of providing the cur r en t range list.ed in 
Table vm (or the relay type and rating in question. 
A screw, projecting (rom the side of the movable 
contact arm, controls the clutch pressure, and con
sequently, the current value which will cause the 
clutch to Slip. With rated frequency and at rated 
volts for potential-polarized relays, the clutch 
should be set to slip at the current values listed in 

SOUIlC( 0' ~UE~ 
VOL hGE 

Soutct 0' UT(o ;, p~,S( 
VOlfAGE.. I I , SEQUENCE - . 

~ . , L.-r.-" , 

TM( CONTaCTS Dr Td olll(CTIO~.l II_IT S~Olllo CLOSE ... h II(UY 
IS {N[~GIlEo "'M (1r..(R o~ r~( oeov( CONNECTIONS. 

Fig. 25 Connections for Polarity Check of Type 
JBCV Relays 

Table Vill. In all cas e s the current is in phase 
with the voltage_ 

TABLE VIII 

Pick-up Amps (or 
Relay Polarization Range clutch to 
'!)'pe (Amps) slip 

4/16 22 
IBC Potential 1.5/6 11 

0.5/2 11 

·current or 4/16 12 
lBCG potential 1.5/6 7 

0.5/2 7 

IBCV Potential 2/8 6" 
4/16 8.5·· 

'Make clutch adjustment with unit polarized by one 
of the two methods only. 

··See Text. 

On Type IBCV relays the clutch slip is limited 
to approximately 20 degrees by means of a stop pin 
in the shaft. It should first be set to slip in the 
counterclockwise direction at the current values 
listed in the table with the polarizing circuit ener
gized but with the restraint c i r c u it open. Then 
check that the clutch will slip to the limit in the 
clockwise direction with the restraint circuit ener
gized at rated volts and the current circuit open. 

BEARINGS 

The lower jewel bearing should be screwed all 
the way In until its head engages the end of the 
threaded core support. The upper bearing should 
be adjusted to allow about 1/64 inch end play to the 
shalt. 

To check the clearance between the iron core 
and the inside of the rotor cup, press down on the 
contact arm near the shalt and thus depress the 
spring-mounted jewel until the cup strikes the iron. 
The shalt should move about 1/16 inch. 

The lower jewel can be tested for fractures by 
exploring its surface with a fine needle. 
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CUP AND STATOR 

Should it be necessary to remove the cup;ype 
rotor from the directional unit, the followin!: pro
cedure should be followed: 

All leads to the unit should first be discon
nected and tagged for identification in reconnecting. 
The unit can then be removed (rom the cradle with 
its mounting plate still attached, 

The upper of the three flat-head screws holding 
the unit to the plate should now be removed. On 
some models, it may be necessary to remove a 
resistor or capacitor to expose this screw. The 
four cor n e r screws clamping the unit together, 
should next be removed, and the entire top structure 
lifted off. This gives access to the cup assembly 
and exposes the stator assembly, which should be 
protected to keep it free from dust and metallic 
particles until the unit is reassembled. 

To remove the shaft and rotor from the contact 
head assembly, the s p I' in g clip at the top of the 
shaft must be pulled out and the clutch adjusting 
screw taken out of the side of the molded contact 
arm. The shaft and cup can nOw be pulled out of 
the molding. The rotor must be handled very (:are
fully while it is out of the unit. 

CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

The contact gap may be adjusted by loosening 
slightly the SCrew at the front of the contact block. 
The screw should be loose enough only to allow the 
contact barrel to rotate in its sleeve. 

The stop screw fastened with a locknut should 
hold the moving contact arm in a neutral position; 
Le., with it pointing directly forward, Then, bring 
the stationary contact up until it just touches the 
moving contact by rotating the contact barrel. Next

6 back it away 2/3 turn to obtain approximately 0.02 
inch contact gap. Last, lighten the screw which 
secures the barrel. 

The moving contact may be removed by loosen
ing the screw which secures it to the contact arm 
and sliding it from under the screw head. 

INSTANTANEOUS 
OVERCURRENT UNIT 

TORQUE ADJUSTMENT 

The spiral spring on the contact shaft should 
have enough tension to return the moving contact 
arm to the neutral pOSition where it rests ag-ainst 
the stop se r ew, when de-energized. Its tension 
may be varied by slipping the adjusting ring by 
first loosening the hexagonal-head locking screw 
which con n e c t s the lead to this lead-In spiral 
spring. Sufficient tension will be had w hen this 
ring is rotated in the counterclockwise direction, 
about 1/2 inch from the neutral position as mea
sured on the periphery of the ring. 

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT 

The clutch on the instantaneous overCUl'fcnt 
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unit can be adjusted by means of the screw located 
on the right-hand side of the moving contact arm. 
U the locknut is loosened and the screw turned in, 
the current at which the clutch will slip will be in
creased. The Glutch should be adjusted to slip at 
the current values shown below, with the directional 
unit contacts held closed. 

Inst. Overcurrent Clutch must Clutch must 
Unit Rating not slip at slip at 

2-8 12 16 
4-16 24 32 

-10-40 
-20-80 
-40-160 

-Tighten clutch as much as pOSSible. 

BEARINGS 

The section BEARINGS, under DIRECTIONAL 
UNIT, also applies to the bearings of the instan
taneous overcurrent unit. 

CUP AND STATOR 

The section CUP AND STATOR under DIREC
TIONAL UNIT, also applies to the cup and stator of 
the instantaneous overcurrent unit. 

CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

The section CONTACT ADIUSTMENT, under 
DIRECTIONAL UNIT, also applies to the contact 
adjustments for the instantaneous overcurrent unit. 

TIME OVERCURRENT UNIT 
DISK AND BEARINGS 

The lower jewel may be tested for cracks by 
exploring its surface with the point of a fine needle. 
The jewel should be turned up un Ii I the disk is 
centered in the air gaps, after which it should be 
locked in this position by the set screw provided 
for this purpose. The up per bearing pin should 
next be adjusted so that the disk shaft has about 
1/64 inch end play. 

CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

The contacts should have about 1/32 inch wipe. 
That is, the stationary contact tip should be de
flected about 1/32 inch when tile disk completes its 
travel. Wipe is adjusted by turning the screws in 
the contact brush thereby adjusting the position of 
the b I' us h relative to the brush stop. The tips 
should lle in the same vertical plane on two-circuit 
closing relays. 

When the time dJal Is moved to the position 
where it holds the contacts just closed, it should 
indicate zero on the time-dial scale. If it does not 
and the brushes are correctly adjusted, shift the 
dial by changing the position of the arm attached to 
the shaft just below the time dial. Loosen the screw 
clamping the arm to the shaft and turn the arm re
lative to the shaft until the contacts just make for 
zero time-dial setting. 
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CONTACT CLEANING 

For cleaning fine s 11 v e r contacts, a flexible 
burnishing tool should be used. This consists of a 
flexible strip of metal with an etched roughened 
surface, resembling in ellect a superfine file. The 
polishing action is so delicate t ha t no scratches 
are left, yet corroded material w III be removed 
rapidly and thoroughly. The flexibility of the tool 
Insures the cleaning of the actual points of contact. 
Sometimes an ordinary file cannot reach the 3.ctual 
pOints of contact because of some obstruction from 
some other part of the relay. 

Fine silver contacts should not be cleaned with 
knives, files, or abrasive paper or cloth. Knives 
or files may leave scratches which increase arcing 
and deterioration of the contacts. Abrasive paper 

or cloth may leave minute particles of Insulating 
abrasive material in the contacts and thus prevent 
closing. 

The burnishing tool described is Included In the 
standard relay tool kit obtainable from the factory. 

PERIO DIC TESTIN G 

An operation test and inspection of the relay at 
least once every six months are recommended. 
Test connections are s how n In Figs. 22 and 23. 
When testing the Type IBCV rei ay using single 
phase power use the external capacitor shown in 
Fig. 26. This capacitor should be retained to use 
in future tests of this relay so that the values found 
originally can be cheCked. 

RENEWAL PARTS 

It is recommended that sufficient quantities of 
renewal par t s be carried in stock to enable the 
prompt replacement of any that are worn, broken, 
or damaged. 

When or d e r in g renewal parts, address the 

nearest Sales Office of the General Electrtc Com
pany, specify qua n tit Y required, n arne of part 
wanted, and give complete nameplate data, including 
serial number. U pOSSible, give the Gen .. al Elec
tr�c Company requisition number on which the relay 
was furnished. 
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Fig. 26 Te.t Connection For Chedcing Pickup And Ti .. 
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